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1. Introduction and objectives 

During my doctoral studies, I have faced statistical problems raised in two areas: 

pharmaceutical stability studies and high-pressure experimentation with supercritical CO2. In 

my work, I applied and developed statistical methods to provide solutions for those problems. 

Pharmaceutical stability studies 

According to the definition of FDA (U.S. Food and Drug Administration), shelf life is the 

period during which a drug product remains suitable for the intended use. The length of this 

period determined during registration of the drug product is referred to as claimed shelf life. It 

is required for the products from the on-going manufacturing process to have a period of shelf 

life the same or longer than that of the claimed shelf life. If this requirement is not fulfilled, a 

deviation procedure must be initialized by the producer company and the root cause is to be 

found. Also, regulatory authorities such as the FDA might issue a recall of the concerned 

products from the market.  

The shelf life is determined based on specifications of USP/NF (United States Pharmacopeia 

and National Formulary). The specifications are given for different chemical, physical and 

biological attributes of available drugs. For example, the specification limit for the amount of 

active ingredient is usually established at 90% of the nominal. The drug is stable until the 

relevant attributes stay within the specification limits. If the drug maintained its stability 

throughout the period of shelf life, the regulatory requirements regarding the shelf life are 

fulfilled and the drug is safe to use.  

Stability studies are conducted to monitor different attributes of the drug products. During the 

study relevant chemical, biological, and physical attributes are measured at certain time 

points. The required storage conditions and the required frequency of the measurement can be 

found in the ICH Q1A guide
1
. The required time points of the measurements are 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 

18, 24 months and from that point, if necessary, it is suggested to measure the sample once a 

year. As repetitions are not required, a single stability study typically includes six to eight 

data, based on the length of shelf life. 

                                                           
1
 International Conference on Harmonization. ICH Q1A (R2): Stability testing of new drug substances and 

products. International Conference on Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Registration of 

Pharmaceuticals for Human Use, https://database.ich.org/sites/default/files/Q1A%28R2%29%20Guideline.pdf 

(2003)
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The statistical methods to be used in the evaluation process are included in the ICH Q1E 

Guide
2
. However, the Guide lacks the support to solve some problems that may arise in the 

evaluation process. These problems are: 

 detection of out-of-trend (OOT) points within a study 

 detection of OOT batch (drug produced during the same cycle of manufacture) 

 detection of model misspecification 

If a point is measured with systematic error (i.e. distortion or bias), it is an OOT point (also 

called outlier). The presence of OOT points in a single study distorts the estimation of the 

shelf life, potentially resulting in a batch with inferior quality being accepted and a batch with 

acceptable quality being rejected.  

OOT batches differ from those batches that are produced earlier in an in-control process. 

Detection of such batches is essential as they are signs of an out-of-control process, which 

induces unpredictable production and results in products with questionable quality. 

The trend of the measured attribute in the studies is assumed to be linear in most cases 

because it is usually appropriate in stability studies and the model selection is rather difficult 

due to the limited number of data available. However, in some cases, the linear model is 

neither appropriate nor a good approximation to the real trend. Misspecified models result in 

biased estimation of the shelf life. 

The difficulties in the above statistical problems are the limited number of collected data 

during the stability studies, and the sparsely conducted stability studies (typically once per 

year). Although there are suggested methods for these problems
3,4,5 

in the literature, they are 

based on approaches that require a large sample size. The application of such methods in 

stability studies, where the sample size is limited, is questionable. In my work, I aimed to 

investigate the negative effects of the application of the suggested methods in stability studies, 

revise the suggested methods, and develop sound approaches that are based on small sample 

sizes.  

                                                           
2
 International Conference on Harmonization. ICH Q1E: Evaluation for stability data. International Conference 

on Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use. 

https://database.ich.org/sites/default/files/Q1E%20Guideline.pdf (2003) 

3
 PhRMA CMC Statistics and Stability Expert Teams (2003). Identification of Out-of-Trend Stability Results. 

Pharmaceutical Technology, 27(4), 38–52. 
4
 Torbovska, A., Trajkovic-Jolevska, S. (2013). Methods for Identifying Out-of-Trend Results in Ongoing 

Stability Data. Pharmaceutical Technology Europe, 37(6)  

5
 Yu, B., Zeng, L., Ren, P., Yang, H. (2018). A Unified Framework for Detecting Out-of-Trend Results in 

Stability Studies. Statistics in Biopharmaceutical Research, 10(4), 237-243. doi: 

10.1080/19466315.2017.1371070 

https://doi.org/10.1080/19466315.2017.1371070
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High-pressure experiments with supercritical CO2 

Supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) has already been applied in the industry as an extraction 

solvent, a solvent in dyeing and impregnation processes, and as a reaction medium. Due to its 

favorable properties (non-flammability, non-toxicity, pressure- and temperature-dependent 

parameters), several other application possibilities have also been developed (from polymer 

foaming through micronization to the application of carbon dioxide as a coolant)
6
. 

In the case of a typical batch gas antisolvent precipitation experiment, a concentrated solution 

of the target material is filled into an autoclave, which is then pressurized with carbon 

dioxide. During this phase, the organic solvent is mixed with the introduced antisolvent, 

resulting in the reduction of the solubility of the solute. Precipitation occurs in a matter of 

seconds or minutes under very large oversaturation. The organic solvent and other dissolved 

components are extracted by rinsing the autoclave with pure supercritical carbon dioxide. 

After depressurization, a dry-appearing product can be collected, often with a narrow particle-

size distribution and a micron-range mean particle size. While the goal of the antisolvent 

precipitation is to quantitatively obtain the previously dissolved component in a solid form, 

gas antisolvent fractionation (GASF) aims to selectively precipitate one or more components 

by the addition of the pressurized carbon dioxide. Optical resolution may also be achieved by 

the GASF process
7
, based on the difference in the solubility of the diastereomeric salts that 

are formed by the enantiomers and a resolving agent. The effectiveness of the GASF based 

optical resolution may be described by the selectivity as suggested by Fogassy et al.
8
. The 

formulas for calculating selectivity are the following: 

           (1) 

           
          

                        
  (2) 

         
        

             
  (3) 

   |
     

     
|   (4) 

                                                           
6
 Ž. Knez, E. Markočič, M. Leitgeb, M. Primožič, M. K. Hrnčič, M. Škerget, Industrial applications of 

supercritical fluids: A review. Energy, 77 (2014)  doi: 10.1016/j.energy.2014.07.044 
7
 Kőrösi, M., Madarász, J., Sohajda, T., Székely, E. (2017). A fast, new method to enhance the enantiomeric 

purity of non-racemic mixtures: self-disproportionation of enantiomers in the gas antisolvent fractionation of 

chlorine-substituted mandelic acid derivatives. Tetrahedron: Asymmetry, 28(11), 1568–1572. 

doi. 10.1016/j.tetasy.2017.09.005 
8
 Fogassy, E., Lopata, A., Faigl, F., Darvas, F., Ács, M., Tõke, L. (1980). A quantitative approach to optical 

resolution. Tetrahedron Letters, 21(7), 647-650. doi:10.1016/S0040-4039(01)85582-9 

 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tetasy.2017.09.005
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0040-4039(01)85582-9
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In the above formulas,   (-) stands for selectivity, while the subscript i indicates that the 

formula is the same for the raffinate and the extract. The yield, marked by   (-) is defined in 

different ways for the raffinate and the extract. In the formulas,   denotes the mass (g) of the 

product or starting material specified by the subscript words. The enantiomeric excess (  ) in 

the products was determined based on capillary electrophoretic measurements. In the formula, 

  stands for the quantity (e.g. mass, concentration, chromatographic peak area) of the 

enantiomers specified in the subscripts. 

Based on the idea of the solubility difference induced fractionation, certain characteristics of 

substances, which are in connection with their solubility, may be used to predict the behavior 

of GASF based optical resolution processes. Such characteristics may be described by the 

Hansen solubility parameter. The Hansen solubility parameter is an index which takes into 

account the different intermolecular forces in substances. The parameter is defined as: 

   √  
    

    
    (5) 

where    is the total Hansen parameter (MPa
0.5

), and   
  (MPa) is the contribution of the 

dispersion forces,   
  (MPa) is the contribution of the dipole forces and   

  (MPa) is the 

contribution of the hydrogen-bonding forces to the total Hansen parameter. The closer the 

values of the solubility parameters of different substances the better the dissolution of the 

components in each other. 

In my work, I have performed the statistical evaluation of experimental data obtained in 

GASF based optical resolution of ibuprofen with (R)-1-methylbenzylamine as resolving agent 

using different organic solvents (methanol, ethanol, n-propanol) and CO2 as antisolvent. I 

aimed to investigate the possibility of the description of the selectivity GASF process with a 

mathematical model containing either the total Hansen parameter or the Hansen components.   

The Hansen components are temperature and pressure dependent. The formulas for 

calculating the temperature and pressure correction of the Hansen components are derived by 

Williams et al.
9
. The formulas are: 

        (
    

 
)
    

   (6) 

        (
    

 
)
   

    (7) 

                                                           
9 Williams, L. L., Rubin, J. B., Edwards, H. W. (2004). Calculation of Hansen solubility parameter values for a 

range of pressure and temperature conditions, including the supercritical fluid region. Industrial & engineering 

chemistry research, 43(16), 4967-4972. doi: 10.1021/ie0497543 
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             [       (      )    (
    

 
)
   

]    (8) 

where      ,       and       are the reference Hansen parameters (MPa
0.5

) and      (cm
3
/mol) 

is the molar volume at the reference temperature      (°C) and reference pressure      (MPa). 

Reference values for numerous liquids can be found in the work of Hansen
10

. However, the 

appropriateness of the formula for    is questionable. That is because, in the derivation of the 

formula, it is assumed that the strength of the hydrogen-bonding functional group is universal 

regardless of the substance, and also that it is independent of the temperature. Experimental 

studies by Bondi and Simkin
11

 showed that the assumptions are not fulfilled. While the 

formulas of Williams et al. may be a good approximation for certain substances, more 

accurate formulas may be required in a lot of cases. In my work, I derived new, substance-

specific formulas for methanol, ethanol, and n-propanol.  

2. Methods 

The detection of out-of-trend nature in pharmaceutical stability studies requires the 

application of the control chart method. Contrary to the widely applied approach where the 

parameters are taken as known, due to the extremely small sample size, the uncertainty of the 

parameter estimation in Phase I is to be taken into account. This makes the prediction interval 

the appropriate approach. The methods developed for the detection of model misspecification 

based on the known distribution of the adjusted deleted residuals, the general F-test, and 

Utts’s rainbow test
12

.  

In the experiments of the gas antisolvent fractionation based optical resolution I used the D-

optimal designed experiment. In the evaluation of the experimental dataset, I used the best-

subset model selection method and ridge regression and carried out residual analysis using the 

internally studentized residuals, Mahalanobis distances, and Cook’s distances.  

I used the Tibco Statistica v13 software for constructing the D-optimal design and used the R 

programming language for the calculations and simulation studies.  

 

                                                           
10

 Hansen, C. M. (2007). Hansen solubility parameters: a user's handbook. CRC press.  

doi: 10.1201/9781420006834 
11

 Bondi, A., Simkin, D. J. (1957). Heats of vaporization of hydrogen‐bonded substances. AIChE Journal, 3(4), 

473-479. doi: 10.1002/aic.690030410 
12

 Utts, J. M. (1982). The rainbow test for lack of fit in regression. Communications in Statistics-Theory and 

Methods, 11(24), 2801-2815. doi: 10.1080/03610928208828423 

https://doi.org/10.1201/9781420006834
https://doi.org/10.1002/aic.690030410
https://doi.org/10.1080/03610928208828423
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3. Results and discussion 

Pharmaceutical stability studies 

I revised the earlier suggested Shewhart regression control chart
3
 for out-of-trend point 

detection and suggested a more appropriate approach to calculate the control limits. This 

approach is the prediction interval, which takes the uncertainty of the parameter estimation 

into account. Accordingly, the control limits of the chart for a new point (     ) is obtained 

as: 

       ̂           √(  
 

 
 

(    ̅) 

∑ (    ̅)  
   

)   (9) 

where  ̂  is the estimated value of the measured attribute (calculated from the estimated 

regression line fitted without the data point under investigation) at the time point of the 

investigated observation   ,         is the one-sided critical value of the Student’s  -

distribution at     significance level with degrees of freedom of  ,    is the square root of the 

residual sample variance (represent the uncertainty of the new point) with degrees of freedom 

of  ,    are the time points of the data used in the fitting,  ̅ is the mean of the values of   , and 

  is the number of data points used to fit the regression line.  

Further, I suggested adjusting the control limits based on the ANCOVA model found to be 

appropriate for the given dataset. In the ANCOVA method, when the null hypothesis of the 

common slope of the lines from different stability studies is rejected, model D is to be used 

and the control limits are obtained as: 

    ̂       ∑   
 
           √(  

 

 
 

(     ̅) 

∑ (    ̅)  
   

) (10) 

The difference in this calculation compared to that of       (Eq. (9)) is the use of a common 

estimator for the residual variance         and its degrees of freedom of ∑   
 
    to obtain the 

critical  -value. The   subscript refers to the  th batch.          is obtained by pooling the 

sample residual variances of the earlier batches: 

        √
∑      

  
   

∑   
 
   

 (11) 

where    
  are the sample residual variances of the earlier batches,    are the degrees of 

freedoms of the earlier batches and there are   earlier batches. 
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Calculation of    results in narrower control limits (on average) compared to the limits 

calculated with individual sample variances (     ), and thus results in more probable 

detection of out-of-trend points.  

When the null hypothesis of common slope in ANCOVA is accepted but the null hypothesis 

of the common regression line is rejected, model C (parallel lines) is to be used and the 

control limits are: 

    ̂                 √(  
 

 
 

(    ̅) 

∑ ∑ (     ̅ )
   

   
 
   

) (12) 

The degree of freedom used in this method    is obtained by subtracting one from the number 

of data points of each batch for each estimated intercept and one more for the commonly 

estimated slope: 

   ∑ (    ) 
       (13) 

The decreased value of the third term in the parenthesis in Eq. (12) compared to that in Eq. 

(10) and the decreased value of  -value (due to increased degrees of freedom) result in a 

narrower interval of the control limits compared to that of the model D. Thus, the detection of 

out-of-trend points are more probable. 

When the batch-to-batch variation is negligible and each regression line estimates the same 

true line, model A is to be used and the limits are obtained as: 

    ̂            √(  
 

∑   
 
   

 
(    ̅ ) 

∑ ∑ (     ̅ )   

   
 
   

) (14) 

where the degrees of freedom (  ) is calculated as ∑   
 
     , and  ̅  is the average of the 

time points of all data used in the fitting (   ). The interval of the control limits is the 

narrowest (on the average) compared to that of model C or D. Therefore if model A is the true 

model, the detection of OOT point is the most probable if the limits are used as defined in Eq. 

(14). 

I showed, by a simulation study that the earlier suggested Shewhart approach results in an 

unacceptable level of type I error. The results are shown in Table 1, and depicted in Figure 1. 

When the Shewhart method is used, the false alarm rate ranges from 0.29 to 0.48. In the worst 

case, when 3 Phase I data are available (the investigated point is at 9 months), the false alarm 

rate is 0.48, which is almost ten times the desired level of 0.05. It means that on average 

around every 2nd (1/0.48) test results in detection of a non-OOT data as OOT, instead of 

every 20th
 
(1/0.05)

 
test. It can be concluded, that while the proposed method performs 
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appropriately and keeps the 0.05 false alarm rate, the extent of distortion of the Shewhart 

method is unacceptable and the method should not be used in pharmaceutical stability studies.  

 

 

Table 1: False alarm rate in the investigated methods 

Time point (month) 9 12 18 24 36 

Shewhart method 0.48 0.34 0.33 0.27 0.29 

Proposed method 0.049 0.049 0.050 0.050 0.049 

 

 

Figure 1: False alarm rate of regression control chart in stability studies 

I studied the efficiency of the regression control chart when the ANCOVA models are used, 

by a simulation study. When the ANCOVA models are considered in the calculation of the 

control limits of the control chart, the statistical power of out-of-trend detection is obtained 

by: 

         (  (     )     (  
 

  √(   )
)   (     ))  (15) 

where   depends on which ANCOVA model is used: it is 
 

 
 

(     ̅) 

∑ (    ̅)  
   

 for model D,  

 

 
 

(     ̅) 

∑ ∑ (     ̅ )
   

   
 
   

 for model C and 
 

∑   
 
   

 
(     ̅) 

∑ ∑ (     ̅ ) 
  
   

 
   

 for model A. When no historical 

batches are available and thus the ANCOVA test cannot be applied,   is the same as for 

model D, as it can be seen in Eq. (9) and Eq. (10).  

Power curves for model D can be seen in Figure 2 with different numbers of historical 

batches available. The power curve gives the probability of detecting an OOT nature with a 

given standardized shift (    ).      is the ratio of the extent of the OOT nature (that is the 
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shift from the expected value) and the square root of the residual variance. The greater is the 

difference between the expected value of the OOT data and that of the true line (shift), the 

greater is the chance to detect the OOT nature. 

 

Figure 2: Power curves for different number of historical batches in the case of model D 

Some of the results of the simulation study are also shown in Table 2, Table 3, Table 4, and  

Table 5. In the Hist. column the number of historical is defined. 

Table 2: Values of      when no historical batches are available 

Hist. 80% power 90% power 

Investigated time point (month) 

9 12 18 24 36 9 12 18 24 36 

0 29.8 8.9 7.1 5.8 5.8 38.3 10.8 8.4 6.8 6.7 

Table 3: Values of      in the case of model D 

Hist. 80% power 90% power 

Investigated time point (month) 

9 12 18 24 36 9 12 18 24 36 

1 7.8 5.9 5.9 5.2 5.4 9.2 7.0 6.9 6.0 6.2 

2 6.4 5.3 5.5 4.9 5.1 7.5 6.2 6.4 5.7 5.9 

Table 4: Values of      in the case of model C 

Hist. 80% power 90% power 

Investigated time point (month) 

9 12 18 24 36 9 12 18 24 36 

1 5.2 4.8 5.1 4.8 5.1 6.1 5.6 5.9 5.6 5.9 

2 4.2 4.1 4.5 4.4 4.8 4.9 4.8 5.2 5.1 5.5 

Table 5: Values of      in the case of model A 

Hist. 80% power 90% power 

Investigated time point (month) 

9 12 18 24 36 9 12 18 24 36 
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1 4.3 4.5 4.9 4.7 5.0 5.0 5.2 5.7 5.5 5.7 

2 3.6 3.8 4.3 4.3 4.7 4.2 4.4 5.0 5.0 5.4 

 

Comparing the results of the different models with each other it is found that the shifts that 

can be detected with a given probability are decreasing from model D to model A. It is 

explained by the fact that the information that can be gained from the given number of 

historical batches is the greatest in model A and the smallest in model D. When the number of 

historical batches increases, the shift that can be detected with given probability decreases, as 

more information can be gained. Comparing the results of zero historical batch with those of 

the other cases where historical batches are available, it can be concluded that the impact of 

the presence of historical batches is enormous on OOT detection especially at early time 

points of the study. More historical batches decrease the detectable shift even more, but at a 

much smaller rate when compared to the change from zero to one historical batch.  

I also revised the by-time-point method suggested in the literature
3
 to detect out-of-trend 

points within stability studies and suggested the use of the prediction interval approach. The 

earlier suggested approach neglects the uncertainty of the parameter estimation, however, due 

to the small sample size in stability studies, the uncertainty is to be taken into account. The 

control limits in the method (    ), when the prediction interval approach is used are obtained 

as: 

      ̅    (      ) 
  √  

 

 
  (16) 

where  ̅  is the average of the points from earlier studies at the  th time point,    is the 

standard deviation of those values,   is the number of those values and  (      ) 
is the critical 

value of the Student’s  -distribution with   two-sided significance level and degrees of 

freedom of    (  ). If the investigated point falls outside the limits it is detected as OOT.  

Moreover, I revised the slope control chart suggested in the literature
3
 to detect out-of-trend 

batches in pharmaceutical stability studies. I used the multivariate control chart (Hotelling T
2
 

chart) so both the intercepts and slopes of the lines fitted on the dataset of the stability studies 

can be monitored.  The test statistic (  ) for a given line is obtained as: 

   
(  

   ̅ )
 
  

  (  
   ̅ )

 
  

   (  
   ̅ )(  

   ̅ )   

  
   

      
  (17) 
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where  ̅  and  ̅  are the estimates of the true intercept and slope, obtained by averaging the 

intercepts and slopes of the earlier lines.   
 ,   

  and    
  are obtained by calculating the sample 

variances and sample covariance of the intercepts and slopes of the earlier lines.  

 

 

The upper control limit (   ) for the control chart is to be obtained as: 

    
 (   )(   )

 (   )
         (18) 

where          is the upper critical   value at   level with degrees of freedoms of   and     

and   is the number of earlier lines. If    is found to be outside the control limit, the 

investigated line is detected as OOT. 

Additionally, I developed four statistical tests, which may be used to detect model 

misspecification even when the sample size is extremely small. The four tests are based on the 

averages of the adjusted deleted residuals at the same time points (   and   
 ), the general F-

test (    ), and on Utts’s rainbow test applied over samples (    and     ).     differs 

only slightly from      and thus they are referred to as the same test. I showed, by a 

simulation study that the test statistics follow the theoretical distribution defined in my work. 

The results are shown in Table 6. The defined distribution is correct if the probability of type I 

error agrees with the used significance level (nominal level). 

Table 6: Found probability of type I error (%) 

Nominal 

level (%) 
     

                

5 4.87 4.88 4.90 4.99 5.01 

1 1.00 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.00 

0.1 0.095 0.099 0.100 0.100 0.107 

The found probabilities are sufficiently close to the nominal levels, thus the methods are 

statistically appropriate. I conducted another simulation study to investigate the efficiency of 

the tests in the detection of model misspecification. Two main situations were considered that 

resembles those in the practice:  

 a stability study for monitoring the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) content (%) 

and the true model of the change of the API content is         ( ) 

 a stability study for monitoring the pH and the true model of the change of the API 

content is        (      ). 
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Also, in the API cases, the residual standard deviation (  ) is considered to be 1 and 0.5, while 

in the pH case it is considered to be 0.05 and 0.025. The time points of the available 

measurements affect the efficiency of the test as well.  

The time points of the measurements are considered to be   *                      + 

months (based on ICH Q1A guide with adjustment of 0-month time point to 0.05 months, and 

I considered two scenarios: 

 Registration: there is a single measurement at each time point, and there are three samples 

available. That is, there are 24 observations, 8 in each sample. This situation occurs in the 

practice at the registration phase of the drug product. 

 Post-approval: the number of observations in each sample is limited to six in order to 

make the situation resembling post-approval stability studies, where missing observations 

are usually present. Observation at 0.05 months is always available in each sample as it is 

in the practice, while the time points of the other five observations are randomly generated 

from the remaining time points (                  months). Only one observation is 

allowed at a given time point in a sample. The number of samples considered in the 

investigation is three and four. 

Each situation was simulated 100 000 times and the tests based on the test statistics (  ,   
 , 

    ,     and     ) were performed in each situation with an overall significance level of 

0.01 in each test. Besides the developed test statistics, the Shapiro-Wilk test on the residuals 

at 0.01 significance level was also performed in each situation. The test was chosen as it is the 

most widely applied method in the practice to check the assumption of the normality of the 

errors, and thus the appropriateness of the fitted model. The results of the study is shown in 

Table 7, Table 8, and Table 9. 

Table 1: Power (%) of the different tests in the registration phase 

 Registration 

 API pH 

   1 0.5 0.05 0.025 

   8.2 27.1 14.1 43.1 

  
  96.4 >99.9 74.5 99.4 

     70.3 >99.9 15.0 28.2 

    82.1 >99.9 70.6 99.5 

     53.7 99.7 61.7 99.0 

SW 8.9 87.6 4.2 37.8 
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Table 2: Power (%) of the different tests in the post-approval phase with three samples 

 Post-approval - 3 samples - 6 observations 

 API pH 

   1 0.5 0.05 0.025 

   12.3 35.5 10.5 21.5 

  
  88.4 >99.9 32.3 45.9 

     45.9 99.0 5.1 6.9 

    39.0 96.1 26.8 57.6 

     8.7 35.0 9.9 28.9 

SW 0.9 14.8 0.7 3.5 

Table 3: Power (%) of the different tests in the post-approval phase with four samples  

 Post-approval - 4 samples - 6 observations 

 API pH 

   1 0.5 0.05 0.025 

   28.3 78.6 22.5 44.3 

  
  97.5 >99.9 60.4 79.4 

     62.7 >99.9 11.1 19.2 

    59.0 99.8 42.2 82.5 

     14.6 61.0 16.3 52.6 

SW 1.4 16.5 0.4 0.7 

It can be concluded that in these situations   
  and     perform reasonably well, and these 

methods are more effective in the detection of model misspecification, than the Shapiro-Wilk 

test. When the sample size and the number of samples increase, the uncertainty of the fitted 

models decreases which may result in an even higher power. Accordingly, when more 

samples or greater sample sizes are available the other test statistics might be sufficiently 

effective as well. 

 

High-pressure experiments with supercritical CO2 

In my work, considering the experiments of the gas antisolvent fractionation based optical 

resolution of ibuprofen with supercritical CO2 and co-solvents such as methanol, ethanol, and 

n-propanol, I evaluated the experimental dataset and constructed a designed experiment for 

one of the experimental sets. I aimed to build a mathematical model which can describe the 

selectivity of the process, using the operating parameters such as temperature and pressure, 
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and the total Hansen parameter. I found that a simple model employing the linear effects of 

temperature, pressure, and the total Hansen parameter is an appropriate approach. The model 

containing these parameters was shown to be appropriate in two different organic solvents for 

the description of the measured selectivity. In the case of methanol being the co-solvent, the 

model is obtained as: 

                               (19) 

while in the case of ethanol being the co-solvent, the model is: 

                               (20) 

where   is pressure (MPa),   is temperature (°C),   is Hansen solubility parameter (MPa
0.5

) 

and   is selectivity (-). Based on the results of experiments with methanol and ethanol, it can 

be stated that the description of the selectivity using only linear terms of temperature, pressure 

and the Hansen total parameter within the observed design space is a sound approach, which 

is also convenient due to its simplicity. The applicability of such a model suggests the 

potential to describe GASF processes more generally, than the organic solvent-specific 

models presented above. Although Hansen parameters were investigated before in the 

literature in connection with high-pressure experimentations, such a mathematical model was 

never defined before, and the effects of the factors were studied only individually. I also 

applied D-optimal designed experiments in the case of ethanol being the co-solvent. It is 

found to be a useful approach to decrease the number of experiments typically used in non-

designed experiments.  

After the foundation of the simple model, I aimed for a more advanced equation, which 

employs the Hansen components so that the intermolecular forces can be considered 

individually. The difficulty is that some of the parameters are dependent (the Hansen 

components depend on the temperature and pressure for example). This phenomenon is called 

multicollinearity and it has negative effects. The effects of multicollinearity are inflated 

standard errors of the estimated model coefficients, inflated estimated coefficients, and the 

value of the coefficients may be estimated with a false sign.  To decrease the effects of 

multicollinearity, I used ridge regression to obtain a more reliable estimation of the 

coefficient. A simple linear model once again was found to be appropriate to describe the 

observed selectivity. The found model is appropriate is to describe selectivity in experiments 

with different co-solvent (methanol, ethanol and n-propanol). The model is: 

                                                    (21) 
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where   (-) is the selectivity,   is the pressure (MPa),   is the temperature (°C),   ,    and    

are the Hansen solubility parameters (MPa
0.5

) and   is an alcohol-dependent parameter: 

    for methanol,          for ethanol and           for n-propanol. 

In my work, I showed, that a simple equation is appropriate to describe and predict selectivity 

in the investigated systems, which implies that different systems may be described and 

predicted similarly with an equation including temperature, pressure, and the Hansen 

components. Accordingly, the mathematical description and optimization of the selectivity of 

different systems with the gas antisolvent fractionation based optical resolution becomes more 

convenient using these parameters.  

Application of the Hansen components requires temperature and pressure correction of the 

reference values of the components. I found that the widely applied formula of Williams et 

al.
9
 for the correction of one of the components,    use crude approximation and not 

substance-specific. I derived new substance-specific formulas for temperature and pressure 

correction of    for methanol, ethanol, and n-propanol.  

The formulas are: 

  (    )        (    )     [
             

                      (      )    (
    (    )

 
)
   

]  (22) 
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]  (24) 

where      (cm
3
/mol) and         are the molar volume and the hydrogen-bonding Hansen 

component at the reference temperature      (°C) and reference pressure      (MPa),   (°C) is 

the temperature for which the Hansen component is to be calculated and   (cm
3
/mol) is the 

molar volume of the corresponding alcohol at the required pressure (MPa) and temperature  . 

The calculated values of the hydrogen-bonding component are plotted against the temperature 

and pressure in Figure 3. It is apparent how the decrement in the component in the dimension 

of the temperature differs for the alcohols. It is the result of the application of the alcohol-

specific calculations. This phenomenon suggests that the generalization that is used in the 

formula of Williams et al.
7
 is an inappropriate approximation.  
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Figure 3: Calculated hydrogen-bonding component at different pressure and temperature 

  

4. Thesis statements 

1. I revised the regression control chart method, the by-time-point method and the slope-

control chart method suggested in the literature for pharmaceutical stability studies to detect 

out-of-trend nature and suggested the prediction interval approach. Also, for the detection of 

out-of-trend batch, I suggested the application of the multivariate control chart for the slope 

and intercept instead of the slope-control chart method previously suggested in the literature. I 

showed by a simulation study, in the case of the regression control chart to detect out-of-trend 

point, that the earlier suggested Shewhart approach results in an unacceptable deviation from 

the desired level of probability of type I error. [I], [II], [III] 

2. I developed the prediction interval approach to detect out-of-trend points in the case of the 

regression control chart by using the information that can be obtained from the ANCOVA of 

the available batches. I suggested adjusting the control limits of the regression control charts 

based on the corresponding ANCOVA model. I showed that the application of the ANCOVA 

model D with even a single earlier batch results in a considerable increase in the probability 

of out-of-trend point detection. Also, the adjustment of the control limits according to the 

other ANCOVA models increases the probability of out-of-trend detection further. [I] 

3. I developed new tests to detect model misspecification in pharmaceutical stability studies. I 

showed by a simulation study, that the derived test statistics follow the distribution I defined 

in my work, and thus they are appropriate to test the adequacy of the fitted model. I studied 

the effectiveness of these tests by simulation study which showed that in the investigated 

situations, two of the tests provided good effectiveness in the detection of model 

misspecification. [IV] 
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4. For the first time in the literature, I used the total Hansen solubility parameter and the 

Hansen solubility components to describe the selectivity of gas antisolvent fractionation based 

optical resolution processes with mathematical models. I also suggested the application of the 

Hansen parameters as a factor in the design of experiments method for a GASF process, and 

also presented its application. Also, I revised the formula for temperature and pressure 

correction of the hydrogen-bonding Hansen component and derived new, substance-specific 

formulas for methanol, ethanol, and n-propanol. [V], [VI] 

 

 

5. Applications and future perspective 

In pharmaceutical stability studies, the undetected out-of-trend nature and misspecified model 

cause bias in the estimation of the shelf-life and results in unreliable quality control. Despite 

this fact, the official ICH Guide
2
 does not give help to practitioners about the detection of out-

of-trend nature in pharmaceutical stability studies. My suggested and developed methods 

were shown to be statistically appropriate, and effective in the investigated cases. 

Accordingly, these methods can be used in pharmaceutical stability studies to increase the 

reliability of the quality control. Although, the time points of the measurements are defined by 

the ICH Q1A Guide
1
, the effectiveness of the methods may be further increased by defining 

the time points of the measurements differently. To suggest newly defined time points for the 

measurements, further investigations are required. The effectiveness of the detection of model 

misspecification might be increased further as well. For that, it is required to investigate 

whether using more than one test statistic simultaneously, results in increased efficiency in 

detection of model misspecification.  

In the GASF based optical resolution processes, the applied statistical techniques, namely (D-

optimal) DOE, least squares regression analysis, and ridge regression allowed for an advanced 

investigation of the system. These techniques can be applied in further investigation of 

different GASF processes to help to mathematically describe, predict and optimize them.  
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